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Sailing FromScratch
By Blackie Swart, North West Bar
Blackie Swart joined the Johannesburg Bar in 1983 and the North Cape Bar in 2001,
before becoming a member of the North West Bar.

‘Amateurs built the Ark,
professionals built the Titanic.’
Dudley Dix - boat designer
a 16 foot Fireball while studying
at university. After the Fireball,
I sailed a Hobie 16 for many
years and thereafter a 24 foot
Sweet Pea.
When my son Andre was in matric, my
wife Karin and I decided to make a lifestyle
change and I joined the Northern Cape Bar,
which permitted me to practise from Vryburg,
then under the jurisdiction of the Northern
Cape Division.
After considering various options (ranging from taking over an unfinished project to
renovating a second hand yacht), we decided
to jump in at the deep end and build a yacht
from scratch. We looked at various designs,
opted for the Dudley Dix designed 40 foot
Cruiser, and ordered the plans and drawings
from the designer during July 2003. Karin, my
gardener Solly and I started with the lofting of
the bulkheads, and machining the timber for
the structures of the hull and bulkheads.
Soon after starting construction of the hull,
Vryburg’s jurisdiction changed to fall under
the North West Division, Mafikeng. I decided
to join the North West Bar and to relocate to
Mafikeng as soon as the hull was completed
for transportation purposes.

S

ince childhood it has been
my dream to one day build
my own yacht and go ocean
sailing. I built my first sailboat,
26

advocate

August 2009

Between practising, we worked from five
o’clock am in the mornings until late at night
on many occasions and over weekends. On
30 August 2004, the hull and some structures
were completed. We moved the hull, which

was built upside down, out into the street and
with the help of two cranes, turned the hull in
the street and loaded it onto a flat-bed truck.
The next morning it was transported to
our small farm outside Mafikeng and it was
placed in the veld where a shed was erected
over the hull. We continued to construct the
deck, interior and other work on the boat.
Many people have asked us whether we
built our boat ‘from scratch.’ When deciding on
a name for her, it was easy - ‘FromScratch.’
FromScratch was completed at the beginning of March 2009 and she was transported
to Zululand Yacht Club in Richards Bay, where
we have been members since 2001.
The keel and rudder were fitted and on
25 April 2009, FromScratch was officially
launched!
On 31 May 2009 we sailed FromScratch
into the ocean on her maiden voyage.
Karin and I are both qualified skippers
and we plan to take FromScratch on her first
extended trip, probably to Madagascar in a
year’s time, and ultimately to do a circumnavigation of the globe.
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Sam Kuapane joined the NW Bar on1 March
2009. Sam, like John Stander, was with the
Legal Aid Board High Court Unit at Mafikeng
for five or so years. Lawrence Lever SC and
Johan Pistor SC acted as judges during the last
quarter.

